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Speeches in the book Invisible Man are many but each one is important in the readers 

understanding of how the narrator is changing. The speeches as a whole are the only things that remain 

constant throughout the story with its array of changing side characters and settings. With each passing 

speech it is like a metamorphosis of the Narrator because it seems he not only changes before speeches 

but during them as well. 

In the first speech the Narrator gives at the Battle Royal is when we get our first glimpse of who 

the Narrator is. While giving his presentation the Narrator speaks softly and almost timidly because he is 

afraid to do something wrong or cause the crowd to become angry. When the Narrator mentions racial 

equality the crowd instantly jumps on it and the Narrator has to change the words he uses in his speech. 

At this point the narrator is still trying to please the Whiteman by doing what he wants (or saying what 

he want in this case). The speech is well thought out, organized and written down; this itself describing 

the Narrator, he is organized, he has everything thought out and he is one dimensional. His next speech 

however does not match these three characteristics.   

When the narrator stumbles onto the Eviction of the elderly couple, he is dishelved, 

unorganized and he is a little insane. At the Eviction the Narrator’s speech seems to come out of 

nowhere after he sees the pictures and various items strewn across the street tossed out of the elderly 

couples apartment. This speech has little to no consistency and seems to be having more of a discussion 

with the crowd/evictor. It is not so much a monologue but has parts from various people, just as the 

Narrator is unsure of who he is. He is at war with himself because he realizes he can’t make both sides of 

himself happy or the crowd. One will win out. Eventually during the speech he rouses the crowd to 

action sealing his fate as a speaker for the masses and not just the Whiteman. 

After his entering the Brotherhood, the narrator must give a speech to the masses to judge his 

caliber as an orator. As he speaking the Narrator, although having read up on what to say, lets his 

emotions do the speaking for him. The narrator identifies himself as a member of the Brotherhood 

giving himself a foundation. His speech shows this by being very coeherrrant although a little 

unorthodox by the brotherhoods scientific standards. This speech is where the crowd is listening to him 

more, although still commenting at parts. The Narrator is starting to think a little more for himself but is 

still not an individual as he still speaks on behalf of the brotherhood. 

After much of the book has occurred, one more speech is given at Tod Clifton’s funeral by the 

Narrator. The speech is very simple and contains little to no emotion. The Narrator at this point is empty 

and doesn’t know what to say. The crowd during the speech is dead silent, listening to the Narrator and 

only the Narrator. The Narrator is unsure because he has no one to tell him what to do or say. He is 

empty, disillusioned and alone. He comments how he sees the individuals and not the crowd now.   

These speeches show how the Narrator changes each time the crowd is speaking to him less and 

less, just as he is being controlled less and less. The speeches describe how as he thinks for himself he 



realized he doesn’t know himself so he doesn’t know what to say. His speeches become less as he 

becomes more, more of an Invisible Man.  


